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PETROLOGY OF THE IGNEOUS ROCKS: Rewritten twelfth edition' F' H' H'trcr,

A K. Wnr-r-s aNn M. K. Wnr,r,s. George Allen & Unrvin Ltd., proprietors of Thomas

Murby & Co , Woking & London 1961 515 pp. $7.25.

The text of the twelfth edition of this u'ell known book has been considerably reorgan-

ized outclated material has been discarded and a notable quantity of new data added. The

book is carefully edited, the style is crisp and lucid, and petrologists would be hard put to

fincl much to question in the definitions and descriptions as presented. Most would also

agree that material is presented in a manner to make it useful and readily available,

especially for students. Rock definitions and descriptions still make up a large part of the

text (perhaps ,,Petrography and Petrology of Igneous Rocks" r,r'ould be a better title)

which is in keeping with the authors'feeling that, for the student in the beginning course in

igneous petrology, a knowledgement of the rocks themselves form, "the only firm founda-

tion upon which theories of origin rnay be buiit".

Those familiar u'ith the former issues of this rvork wili find certain features missing in

the new edition, z g., the section on crystal optics in Part I because " . . . books more

appropriate to the subject are now readily available"; and the chapter on petrogenesis

(now cliscussetl, in connection lvith individual rock groups, in more appropriate places

throughout the book) On the other hand in the section on mineralogy, many data on the

paragenesis of the rock forming minerals have been added. The section on felsic minerals has

been reorganized and updated, and the portions dealing with accessor)r and secondary

minerals have been grouped together under one chapter because of the difficulty " . to

draw a hard ancl fast line betu'een these two categories". The section on batholiths has also

been updated and expanded and, in a modest enlargement of the section dealing with con-

solidation of magmas, a series of phase diagrams have been added depicting the quartz-

alkali feldspars-feldspathoids crystallization relationship and recent data on the pyroxene

te-o-component system.
In Part III, "The Petrography of the Igneous Rocks"; a discussion of recent concepts

on the origin of anclesite has been added to the section on intermediate rocks; the origin

and difierentiation of basaltic magma is now treated as a Separate chapter; and basaltic

rocks are classified as, (1) oversaturated, (2) undersaturated, (3) saturated (very rare),

with respect to silica. Spilitic rocks are treated as a separate chapter, and the sections on

feldspathoidal, carbonatitic, and pyroclastic rocks have been enlarged slightly. The state-

ment that, ,,Some ignimbrities are lavas"-page 232-is, however, not entirely consistent

rn,ith the original definition of the term (Marshall 1932,1935). Such usage is regrettable;

it tends to invalidate a useful term. Despite the fact that use of the word "acid" to signify

rocks of high SiOz, has bothered many petrologists, the authors have felt it necessary to

retain this word, justifying their action by the statement, page 186, "That such a precise

and wholly erroneous meaning is no longer attached to the term". This revielyer prefers

discarding "acid" in favor of a more suitable term; perhaps silicic, or even sialic.

Finally, Part IV, "Igneous Activity in the British Isles" has been brought up to date

with the inclusion of data of recent research on the areas described. It is regrettable that

this interesting section couid not be expanded to include occurrences from other lands as

well, but the scope of the work prohibits this

Many of the illustrations in the book have been touched up, thereby enhancing their

usefullness. The book is a must reading for petrology students, and the price is not un-

reasonable, although a paperback edition might make the v'ork accessible to many more

students.
Cnenrns J Vrrel-lNo
Indiona Uniaersity
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF FLOTATION. V. I. KLASsEN AND V. A.
MoKRovsov. Butterworths, London. 493 pp., 1963.

This book, a translation by Dr. J. Leja and Mr. J. W. poling of the Department of
Metallurgy, University oI AJberta, seems to accurately reflect the original text in Russian.
This reviewer has met the Russian senior author, Dr. Klassen, whom he regards as par-
ticularly competent to write on "The Theory of Flotation.,,

The book is divided into 9 sections which deal, respectively, with the following subjects:
the characteristics of flotation pulp, bubble mineralization, flotation reagents in respect ro
mineral surfaces, collectors, regulating agents, frothers, the effect of particle size on flota-
tion, methods of determining interaction of reagents with minerals, and pulp aeration in
flotation machines. Each of these topics is adequately treated. r have been particularly
interested in the discussion of the attachment of mineral particles to bubbles, this being
an area in which much work has been done in Russia. Another section that is well docu-
mented is the section on the adsorption of reagents in the electrical double layer (pages
175-186), which reviews the work done by Professors Plaksin and Klassen.

The authors are well acquainted with studies made in the united States, canada, Au-
stralia and other parts of the western world. However, most of the references are to Russian
documents. This in itself is one of the principal values of this book for the western reader,
in that it provides him with an introduction to the Russian approach. rt is, of course,
regrettable that many western books are cited through their Russian unauthorized transla-
tions. Possibly the translators of this very useful text could have cited in their references
the original books, often in English, which are dealt with in this way by Klassen and
Mokrovsov.

The illustrations are particularly pleasing and the general appearance of the book is
excellent, and, in fact, much better than that of the Russian text. rt certainly speaks well of
Butterworths as publishers.

As the title indicates, the book is for the specialist It is particularly designed for one
who is interested in the theory of flotation and its relationship to such topics as crystal
structure, composition of water, etc rt is not the kind of book to recommend to someone
who does not know anything about flotation and wishes to begin. There are books in Eng-
lish that would fill that need better than this book and are about half the cost, to boot. For
the specialist, on the other hand, this book is invaluable in that it presents in a very able
translation the point of view of a master of the subject who not only is familiar with western
work, but has at his fingertips all of the significant Russian developments.

A. M. G.luorN
M assachusetts I nst. Tech.

ALLGEMEINE MINERALOGIE. R. BneuNs nxt K. F. Cnr,'oonl, eleventh revised
and expanded edition 152 pages, I plate, 143 figures, and 3 tables, pocket size. Samm-
Iung Giischen, YoL. 2Q/29a, Walter de Gruyter & Co., Berlin, 1963. paper cover,
5.80 DM.

The first edition of MINERALOGTE by R. Brauns was issued in the Giischen series
in 1893, which was followed by numerous revisions, the seventh in 1936 (reviewed, Am.
Mineral. 21, 815,1936). Since the death of Brauns in 1937, Chudoba has been the author
of subsequent editions. In 1955 the ninth edition was published in two parts-as (a) All-
gemeine Mineralogie, and (b) Spezielle Mineralogie-and in 1963 the eleventh and tenth
editions, respectively, were issued.

Seventy years ago when the first appeared, mineralogy could be discussed concisely in
a small volume, which was very useful as an introduction to the subject or for review pur-
poses. rn subsequent editions, Brauns always attempted to keep the material up to date
However, the many significant advances made in mineralogy and related sciences in the
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The text of this handy little vorume is authoritatively written and well ilrustrated.
Eowant H. Kneus
The Uni.tersity oJ Micltigan

NORSK GEoLocrsK TTDSSKRIFT 42 (2) FELDSPAR voLUME. Ed. by or.rv
H. J. Cnnlsrrn. 606 pp. Norsk Geologisk Forening, Oslo, Norway, 1962.

ewh

NoRwAY NORTH oF 65. Edited bv OnNulo vonnrw. 27r pp.,57 figs., I fold-in map
mounted on inside back cover. Oslo University press, Oslo, No.way. 1960, 94.60.

ewh

HANDBOOK oF SUBSURFACE GEoLocy. cenr A. Moonn. Harper & Row, 235
pp.,  $8.50.

Lours L Bnrccs
The Unioersi.ty oJ Michi,gon


